Abstract. Electrocardiogram (ECG) data compression algorithm is needed that will reduce the amount of data to be transmitted, stored and analyzed, but without losing the clinical information content. An example of application of hierarchical neural network structure is described for compression of ECG signals. Then results of this lossy compression method were compared with two efficient compression methods that are fractal based and wavelet based compressions.
Introduction
ECG signals are electrical measurements of heartbeat rhythms. The continuing proliferation of computerized electrocardiogram (ECG) processing systems along with the increased feature performance requirements and demand for lower cost medical care have mandated reliable, accurate, and more efficient ECG data compression techniques. The practical importance of ECG data compression has become evident in many aspects of computerized electrocardiography including: a)increased storage capacity of ECG's as databases for subsequent comparison or evaluation, b) feasibility of transmitting real-time ECG's over the public phone network, c) implementation of cost effective real-time rhythm algorithms, d)economical rapid transmission of off-line ECG's over public phone lines to a remote interpretation center, and e) improved functionality of ambulatory ECG monitors and recorders [1] .
Recently some of the frequency domain techniques offer good compression ratios, generally at the expense of more computations [1, 2, 3] . G.E. Oien et al. proposed a fast compression method for ECG signal [4] . But this one also still has more computation, and has not high compression ratio. I. Provaznik and J. Kozumplik's method has good compression ratio and reconstructed [5] . But it has more computation than Oien's work and this work.
In this work, utilizing hierarchical neural networks ECG data compression is done by software. In teaching mode, ECG signals are applied both input and output of ANN structure by using the principle of ANN work. So, obtained weight parameters provided a base for next ECG samples. Also two efficient methods of data compression, wavelet and fractal based compression (proposed in reference [4] [5] ) were compared with proposed method. This direct data compression technique for ECG signals has shown a more efficient performance than the transformation techniques in regard particularly to processing speed and generally to compression ratio.
Background of ECG Signal Compression
The main goal of any compression technique is to achieve maximum data volume reduction while preserving the significant signal morphology features upon reconstruction. Conceptually, data compression is the process of detecting and eliminating redundancies in a given data set. Redundancy in a digital signal exists whenever adjacent signal samples are statistically dependent and/or the quantized signal amplitudes do not occur with equal probability. However, the first step towards ECG data compression is the selection of minimum sampling rate and word length consequently further compression of the ECG signal can be achieved by exploiting the known statistical properties of the signal.
While it is done any comparison among ECG data compression techniques, the following properties are determined: 1) Signal sampling frequency (f 0 ):
In analog/digital converter utilized to convert ECG signals to digital the sampling frequency can be different frequencies in accordance with purpose but generally has been selected at 500 Hz.
2) Bit numbers in digital samples (p,"precision"):
Bit numbers which show resolution of stored ECG data can be 8 or 12 bits.
3) Compression ratio (CR):
This is one of the important parameters in data compression algorithms and the large value of this ratio shows success of any algorithm. 
where X org and X rec are samples of the original and reconstructed data sequences.
5) The higher speed of any algorithm is, the quicker the process can be done and realtime studies can be done. 6) Most of the databases utilized in evaluating ECG compression algorithms are non standard. However the algorithm results can be different in accordance with databases.
Neural Networks Based ECG Signal Compression
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) can use for 1D or 2D signal compression and reconstruction [6] [7] . The basic back-propagation network can be further extended to construct a hierarchical neural network by adding two more hidden layers into the existing network, in which the three hidden layers are termed as combiner layer, compressor layer and decombiner layer. The structure can be shown in Figure 1 . The idea is to exploit correlation between pixels by inner hidden layer and to exploit correlation between blocks of pixels by outer hidden layers. From input layer to combiner layer and decombiner layer to output layer, local connections are designed, which has the same effect as M fully connected neural sub-networks. 
Fractal Based ECG Signal Compression
Fractal compression exploit block wise self-similarity in the signal, which is split into non-overlapping range blocks to be coded. Each range is approximated by the decimated and nonlinearly transformed domain which is the most similar to the range, out of all the domain candidates in the signal [8] . 
where K is big enough to ensure convergence. The decoded attractor will be almost identical to encoder collage approximation (by the Collage Theorem [8] ).
Wavelet Based ECG Signal Compression
The wavelet coefficients are computed in float point operation arithmetic. To store the data efficiently and increase compression ratio, the coefficients are represented as integers with predefined word length. A quantization step corresponds to range of coefficients values for fixed word length and implies resulting error. Use of orthogonal set of wavelets is necessary to transform the signal without any error. In this study, Meyer's wavelets that are originally defined in frequency domain as described in [9] , is used.
Results
In this work, using hierarchical neural network compression and reconstructed of the some ECG's are done. These ECG's are from MIT/BIH database tapes 100, 107 and 109. Tapes 100, 107 and 109 are respectively normal, paced beat and left bundle branch block ECG's. Original data sampled at 360 Hz and this sampling rate is decreased to 200 Hz in this work.
Compression processing which is run on computer in Borland C is provided, as above mentioned cycles from ECG's are used in training process. As above mentioned, learning coefficient (e) and momentum (a) must be selected to minimize the error in training process.
Reconstructed processing for compressed ECG is provided with 10 input nodes (because of 10 hidden nodes in compression) or 5 input nodes (because of 5 hidden nodes in compression) and 200 output nodes. For normal ECG, original and reconstructed ECG is shown in Figure 2 . An advantage of this technique is to compress large numbers of data, i.e. 10 cycles (samples) from ECG's are used for training and 100 cycles (samples) can be compressed. Later the other two methods, which are fractal and wavelet based using domain clusters in each case, have compared and evaluated the results with ANN method for the normal ECG signal, it can be seen in Figure 3 and 4. In most cases, the three methods which are neural network, fractal and wavelet, gave very similar average PRD results as 2.77%, 3.2%, and 3.0% respectively. 
Conclusion
A hierarchical neural network compression has demonstrated on ECG signals. It is also compared with the two efficient compression methods. Comparing the results with these methods, it can be seen that proposed method is very useful for the either compression ECG and the other biomedical signals. But this neural network method needs long time training for compression. So, this disadvantage should be reduced by using short training time algorithm.
The fractal method has the benefit of fast decoding, but the basic encoder is slow. However, using domain clustering to reduce searching one obtains two decades of complexity reduction without any fatal quality loss. This method should be improved by more optimal parameter representation.
The wavelet-based method can be used and considered as a special case of sub band signal processing. The use of orthonormal base of functions can sufficiently meet the requirement of exact reconstruction. Its quantization step corresponds to the range of coefficients values for fixed word length and implies resulting error.
